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INDIANREDLOPEZ
WHO: Michael Chang (guitar/
vocals/keys/percussion/sam-
pling), Dave Cherry (guitar/
vocals/keys/strings), Darren
Forsyth (bass/keys), Danny
Forsyth (guitar/bass/keys/
sampling), Scott Maskame
(drums/sampling/program-
ming)
WHERE: Aberdeen
FOR FANS OF: Radiohead,
Foals, Django Django
JIM SAYS: IndianRedLopez
are one of those acts it’s
tricky to pin down musically.
They won best Electronic Act
at the Scottish Alternative
Music Awards in 2011, but
there’s a lot more to them
than electro-rock. Beautifully
textured musical landscapes
that recall some of Radio-
head’s finest moments, they
also veer off into territory
occupied by acts like Metron-
omy and Klaxons. Michael
said: “We’re a band who deal
in deep, weird pop, brewed in
electronic casks.”
Skyfall singer Adele once

referred to their sound as
“like being inside a washing
machine” while onstage at
the ABC in Glasgow.
Not quite a seal of

approval, but it’s a great
quote.
Formed in Peterhead in

2007, the band have just
released their second album
Commit, through their own
label, Cease:Stop Records. It
may be a DIY affair, but it’s as

good as anything the big
boys have to offer.
Michael said: “We wanted

heavy-tiered pop music,
where the melody and song
came first, and through more
listens, you’d hear things that
weren’t apparent the first time
round. I listened to a lot of
The Blue Nile basically.”
Launching the new album

at Peacock Visual Arts in
Aberdeen the other week,
they hosted a Glasgow
launch on Sunday at Stereo.
It couldn’t have worked out
better, coinciding with Aber-
deen’s League Cup win at
Celtic Park. Michael said
“There were a fair few happy
faces at the show so that was
fun. Lots of chanting!”
IndianRedLopez also host

their own club nights. Michael
said: “The SHMEET nights
originally began as an outlet
to put on our friends’ bands
and local bands. We chose
bands that shared our vision
and musical tastes, such as
Discopolis, Stanley and the
Fence Collective’s OnTheFly
to Peterhead. We brought
SHMEET nights to Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen
and we’ve just done our first
SHMEET night in Brighton.”
Currently on tour in Bel-

gium and Holland, their next
Scottish show is at Edin-
burgh’s Electric Circus on
April 20.
MORE: indianredlopez.com
Q Jim will be playing IndianRed-
Lopez on In:Demand Uncut this Sun-
day from 7pm on Clyde 1, Forth One,
Northsound 1, Radio Borders, Tay
FM & West FM. He’s also got Bom-
bay Bicycle Club in session. See jimg-
ellatly.com

4BAD BRIDES
Rebecca Chance, £7.99

NEW MUSIC

TAMRA had high hopes for her beautiful daughter Brianna
and, after years on the pageant queen circuit, has
snagged her girl an earl to marry.
Brianna is fond of Edmund but will true love grow?
Meanwhile, Milly Gamble is thrilled when Tarquin

Ormond proposes – despite the fact that she
doesn’t actually love him.
Devious Milly knows the publicity will be

good for her and is determined to win Style’s
Bride Of The Year title.
Sizzling sex scenes and plenty of steamy

encounters make for a very naughty but
nice read.

GREAT BRITAIN’S GREAT WAR
Jeremy Paxman, £25

IF you missed Paxo’s recent documentary on how the First
World War affected the folks back home, read this excel-
lent tie-in book.
He brilliantly captures the mood of the nation with

contemporary stories from Tommies, journalists, factory
workers, nurses, wives and children.
The poets, politicians and generals are all

present and correct, too, but this is about
the people – a social rather than a military
history. There are astonishing anecdotes,
not least the one about postmen resigning
rather than having to deliver yet more news
of dead sons. SJC
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SHOVEL READY
Adam Sternbergh, ebook, £4.99
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LIKE a mix of Flappy Birds,
Mario and a bit of Sonic
thrown in, all with retro Mega
Drive-style graphics and
sounds. Retro game where
you tap the screen to make a
blob jump over the oncoming
spikes and gaps to get to the
end of the level.

LISTEN to more than 12million
songs for free – and download
your faves for offline play
without paying a penny. Works
by bundling together tracks
into themes rather than by
artist, so you download
stations made up of the artist
you like and similar bands.
Great for finding new tunes.

BO
O

K
S STERNBERGH has taken the hard-boiled detective fiction

style and made it darker, turning his ’tec into a hired killer
and boiling the writing down until this future noir reads like
a telegram from a Trappist monk.
Anti-hero Spademan isn’t the first assassin turned to the

good side by a tart with a heart, and the “simulated worlds”
trick has been done better a hundred times
elsewhere too. The background to the story is
more original: it’s New York after an almost-
apocalypse, a dirty bomb that degrades the
city more plausibly than a full-on Armageddon.
But with a Denzel Washington movie of it
mooted, this might be a rare occasion when
the film is better than the book.

JOHN WYATT

THE LAWLESS KIND
Matt Hilton, £18.99

LAST year’s critically acclaimed Rayman Legends has
landed on Xbox One and PS4.
The original was praised for its level design, beautiful

graphics, fun gameplay and array of modes.
The new version benefits from the new consoles’

increased power, allowing improved graphics while
cutting loading times. The graphical advances are due
to the use of uncompressed textures, which make an
already stunning game look even more vivid. Though
the difference is not entirely discernable unless viewed
alongside a previous-gen version.
The next gen edition doesn’t offer much in the way of

new content – there are a few new character skins and
that’s about it. Despite
this, Rayman Legends is a
solid addition for next-gen
consoles which have a
lack of games. For those
yet to play this great
game, it will more than
tide you over until more
new releases come out.

ANDREW GIBSON

1. Titanfall
2. Dark Souls II
3. Grand Theft Auto V
4. South Park: The Stick of Truth
5. Plants Vs. Zombies: Garden Warfare
6. Thief

7. The LEGO Movie Videogame
8. Lightning Returns: Final Fantasy XIII
9. Donkey Kong Country: Tropical
Freeze
10. The Lego Movie Videogame
Special Edition
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INFAMOUS: SECOND SON
PS4, (£47.99)

IN Joe Hunter’s world, you have an off day and you end up
dead. Luckily it’s not the same for his creator – as Matt
Hilton isn’t on top form here.
That’s not to say the latest adventures of Brit exile Joe

and his Asian-American (how many times do we have to
be told that?) buddy Rink aren’t enjoyable in a high-octane
way. They’re just a bit uninspired.
The two lead a team, including the victim’s

mum, to Mexico to rescue a boy with powerful
friends who’s been kidnapped by his drug-lord
father. It’s rather predictably played out, with
an unlikely subplot distracting from what we all
read Joe Hunter books for – to see the baddies
getting a good kicking. PETER THORNTON

IT has been more than ten years since Final Fantasy X
and X-2 were first released on the PS2.
They were well received globally, hailed for their

impressive graphics and moving story. Now Square Enix
has released both titles again for newcomers and fans.
Final Fantasy X is a Japanese JRPG that places you in

the shoes of Tidus, a professional sportsman tasked with
helping rid the world of Sin, an evil presence destroying
everything in its path. X-2 is the continuation of that story.
Both titles play like most JRPGs: Fight baddies,

level-up and beat bosses to progress the story, rinse and
repeat. The world of FFX and X-2, Spira, is beautiful and
detailed, enriched by the enhanced graphics. It has

many unique and
diverse areas to explore.
It’s great to be able to

play on newer hardware,
rather than dusting off
the old PS2, while it will
let the younger audience
experience these great
titles for the first time.

4.5

4

TOP 10
GAMES

PROBABLY the hottest puzzle
game of the year so far. Has
been exclusive to iOS since its
February release but it’s now on
Android and drawing in
thousands more players.
It’s all about combining

factors of three on a grid to rack
up high scores you can then
boast about on Twitter.

SET up a message which
automatically sends via email,
text, Tweet and Facebook when
your battery runs out. You
create a list of contacts to alert
and the app monitors your
battery life so when it hits a
certain pre-set percentage – ie
one per cent – it will ping out:
“My battery is dead!”

2.5

FINAL FANTASY X/X-2
PS3, PS Vita (£24.99)

Listen to the band at:
thescottishsun.co.uk

1. FIFA 14
2. CHAMPIONSHIP
MANAGER
3. Er, that’s it!
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AS Roy Walker used to say on
Catchphrase: “Say what you
see!”. This game gets you
guessing the phrase from a
combination of emojis – for
example, a heart and a piece of
paper is a love letter. It has
hints too and the option to
remove a letter if stuck. Sounds
easy but some are tough.

JOANNA REES’S latest
novel, The Key To It
All, is a sweeping epic
you can’t put down.
The novelist, who also
writes with her husband
Emlyn, is known for her all-
consuming reads that you
don’t want to end.
Here, we chat to Brighton-
based Joanna about her
12th novel and why it is
important to evolve as a
writer if you want to keep
readers interested.
TELL us about The Key To It All.
It is a fast-paced, action-
packed story about five
strangers who simulta-
neously receive a silver key.
When they plug it into
any computer, they get
access to a personalised
web page asking them to
name their desires.
They soon realise the key
can unlock a door to luxury
and privilege beyond their
wildest dreams.
However, as each of them
begins to use the key, they
are propelled into a world
of hazy moral choices.
Only the bravest will use
it to find out the truth, but
along the way, there’s
intrigue, murder and
romance.
Why are these wide-ranging
sagas so popular?

For me it’s
all about
plot. I’m a
real box-

set addict so my ultimate
goal is for my readers to
get that fabulous feeling
that you get at the end of a
box set — that you’ve been
on a roller-coaster ride of a
story with great characters.
You’ve written quite a few
books with your husband – but
what’s home like when you’re
both on a deadline?
Hell! Emlyn writes thrill-
ers now and I write these
books with huge plots that
are so hard to tie up, so the
deadline is always a tense
time.
We tend to stagger our
writing so we don’t collide
on deadlines. The one who
isn’t writing has to take
over the rest of our lives —
shopping, school-runs and
childcare.
When I finish a book, I
have a tradition of letting
my kids type “The End”.
Do you prefer writing alone or
as a couple?
I really like both and I’m
fortunate enough to have
the opportunity to still
write with Emlyn. It’s fun
writing comedy with him,
whereas the books I write
are much more serious and
dramatic.
Your blog mumwritesbooks.
com is great. What motivates
you to write it when you are so
busy?
At first it was for friends
and family but it’s nice that
it appeals to people who
don’t know me. I’m a bit of

a chatterbox so my blog is
just an outlet for me “bang-
ing on”, as my friends
would say.
There are a lot of “mummy
blogs” out there. Are they a
good or bad thing?
I think it’s great that
there’s so much infor-
mation and reassur-
ance out there for
new mums — but that
can be dangerous
too.
Blogs are great
writing practice and
it’s a wonderful thing
that people who want
to publish their writing
can.
As a writer, is it important
that your style changes and
evolves?
Yes. I think writing is one
of those professions where
you really learn on the job.
When I started I was fly-
ing by the seat of my pants
but now, the more I write,
the more I realise there is
to learn about writing.
If you want to be a
writer, you have to
enjoy the process of
writing. If you’re
doing it for
money, your
heart won’t
be in it.
l The Key To
It All , by
J o a n n a
Rees, is out
now.

1. KILL YOUR
FRIENDS – John
Niven
2. JOIN ME -
Danny Wallace
3. YES MAN –
Danny Wallace
4. THE BIBLE
5. SILK –
Alessandro
Baricco

RAYMAN LEGENDS
Xbox One, PS4 (£24.99)

THE first two Infamous
games were some of the
best action games about.
They gave players super pow-
ers and the free reign of a city.
These PS3 exclusives became
two vital PlayStation titles.
Does Infamous: Second Son
live up to its predecessors and
become the next PS4 must-
have? If you’ve played the PS3
back catalogue of Infamous, this

will feel terrifically familiar.
For the recently intrigued,
Second Son is an open-world
action adventure game.
It’s set in Seattle, where your
powers allow you to traverse
the world with ease and wreak
havoc with melée or ranged
attacks. You play Deslin Rowe,
a young troublemaker who’s
angry at “the man”.
Everything is relatively
normal until you receive the
power of turning into smoke
and catch the attention of the

Department Of Unified Protec-
tion. This leads you to move to
Seattle to face the DUP head
on. The story here has an
excellent pace, starting small
and developing grandly.
With this title, you can play
the way you want to.

Bustling city
Want to be the whiter-than-
white hero or fancy exploring
your dark side? It’s up to you.
The world feels alive and
looks a dream running on the
PS4. Be it day or night, lighting
seems to be what adds the most

realism to the feeling of a
bustling city. By day, the city
has a delightful glow, whereas
in night scenes neon lamps set
the tone. Adding this to the
detail in the world and the
range of citizens on the streets
makes for a place that feels
believable and is interesting
to roam.
If you’re craving the explora-
tion of an open-world game
and the tense battles only an
action game can bring, you’ve
really no need to look anywhere
else. This will satisfy that
craving — and then some.

JAMIE NIGHTINGALE

KERRI CHANDLER is
one of the originators of
deep house. An
ambassador of the 4/4
beat since the early
Nineties, his influences
can be traced back to
growing up in a family of
jazz musicians from New
Jersey.
His new mix album for
Watergate Records has
been causing heads to
nod from London to
Berlin in recent times.
He says: “I was never
really crazy about going
to Ibiza. I didn’t really
know how my sound and
style would fit with what
I knew about the island
but after my first trip, I
was hooked.”
For the past four years
he has been an integral
part of the Circoloco
family at DC10.
He says: “We are
doing something a little
different from the other
clubs on the island.
“The DJs are all very
creative and, like me,
almost everyone likes to
put their own spin on a
certain track so we’re all
editing, swapping and
sharing.
“I think my sound
today is really as it’s
always been. I need long
sets to really express
what my style is. I guess
it’s an old school New
York/Chicago thing,
we’re not really about
two hour sets – the
longer the better.”
As we approach the
summer season and the
debate over what deep
house is still rages, it
seems Kerri’s simple
approach is one we
should all take note of.
He says: “House is
something for
everybody. We all
contribute to what it is.”
l Kerri Chandler –
Watergate 15 is out now.
Read the interview in full
at thesun.co.uk/clubz
and listen to exclusive
mixes at mixcloud.com/
clubzthesun.
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